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Abstract, Problems of the effective synthesis of fastest programs (modulo a recursive factor) for 
recursive functions given by input-output examples or an arbitrary program are investigated. In 
contrast to the non-existence result proved by Alton (1974, 1976) we show various existence 
results. Thereby we deal in detail with the influence of the recursive factor in dependence of the 
concrete formalization of a fastest program. In particular, we shall show that, even for functioq 
classes containing arbitrarily complex functions, the effective synthesis of fastest programs (module 
a simple recursive operator) can be achieved sometimes. 
1. Introduction 
The present paper deals with the theory of inductive inference, which has been 
the subject of monographs (cf. [4]) and several survey papers (cf., e.g., [3,22]), as 
well as books (cf., e.g., [26]). 
In the following we study the question of effectively synthesizing the fastest 
programs (modulo P, recursive factor) for recursive functions. That means, given a 
class of functions, we ask whether there is a master program, a so-called “recursive 
optimizer”, uniformly synthesizing the fastest programs in an effective way, for any 
function contained in the considered function class. If we are given any complexity 
measure in the sense of Blum 161, this problem arises naturally since in any Giidel 
numbering every recursive function has infinitely many programs and among them 
there are arbitrarily “‘bad” ones (i.e., plograms possessing ap extremely large 
computational complexity). In [ li, 2, 71 the existence problem for such recursive 
optimizers was firstly studied and generally answered in the negative. On the other 
hand, the problem of finding grograms having nearly minimal size (i.e., an optimal 
program -xith respect o a statical complexity measure) has been the subject of 
intensive research too (cf. [4,13]). Recently it has been solved completely by Chen 
WI 
what we present here is a detailed analysis of the existence problem for recursive 
optimizers. In doing so, we first obtain a sharpened version of Theorem 3.1 pointed 
out by Alton [l]. Then, in contrast o this negative result, we shall show that, even 
for function classes containing arbitrarily complex functions, the effective synthesis 
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of fastest programs (modulo a simple recursive operator) can be achieved sometimes. 
Xoreover, it will be proved that recursive functions possessing an unbounded range 
and recursive predicates are extremely different with respect o the existence of 
fastest programs. 
Consequently, the capabilities of recursive optimizers working on recursive predi- 
cates are much more restricted as those working on arbitrary recursive functions. 
In addition, we shall see that the choice of the recursive factor (e.g., recursive 
functions, computable operators,.  . ) has great influence on the power of recursive 
optimizers. 
In order to make the paper more readable, we structured it as follows: basic 
definitions and notations are given in Section 2. Then we present basic results. In 
Section 4 the main theorems are given. All proofs are contained in Section 5. 
2. Basic definitions aud notations 
Unspecified notation follows Rogers [27]. In addition to or in contrast with [27] 
we use the following: N = (0, 1,2, . . . } deno$ss the set of all natural numbers. By PF 
and TF we denote the set of all partial and total functions of one variable over N 
respectively. 
The class of all partial recursive and recursive functions of one respectively two 
variables is denoted by P, R, P2, R' respectively. Let f~ P, then Valf denotes the 
set (f(x)lx~lQ and f(x) is defined}. &-,,F denotes the set of all f~ R satisfying 
Val f c_ (0, 1) (recursive predicates). Following [23] we define: a measure of computa- 
tional complexity is a pair ((9, @) where cp is an acceptable Giidel numbering of P 
and @E P2 satisfies Blum’s E <ioms [d]. 
Instead of Ax&i, X) we often write Qia Let f~ P and i E hJ such that Qi =$ Then 
i is said to be a program for f: For convenience it is sometimes suitable to identify 
a function from W with the sequence of its values; so OilOm denotes the function $ 
with f(i) = 1 and f(n) = 0 fpr all n # i. Let f e P; then minJ denotes the least i 
satisfying Qi =$ A function fe R is called a point of accumulation for a class U G R 
iff for all n E N there is a function f ’ E U with f’(x) =f(x) for all x G n, but $’ #fi 
The set of all pairs, triples and finite sequences of natural numbers are denoted by 
l+J2, NJ and lQ*. By (. , .), c3, and c we denote fixed recursive ncodings of N2, f+J3 and 
fU* onto N respectively. We write f” instead of c(f(O), . . . , $( n)) for any n E N, fe P, 
where f(x) is defined for all x G n. 
We say that a sequence (jn)nEN of natural numbers converges to a number j iff j, = j
for almost all n. A sequence (j ,, nEN is said to be finitely convergent to a number j ) 
iff it converges and j, = j,+, , for any n, implies j, = j for all k 2 n. 
The abbreviation a.e. (V”) stands for “almost everywhere” and means “all but 
finitely iWUlj?“. We write i.o. as an abbreviation for “infinitely often”. By NUM we 
denote the family of function classes U E R being embeddable in recursively 
erable function classes (i.e., there is a g E such that i/ c {pg(i, 1i E IV} s R). 
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For an arbitrary set M we denote the powerset of M by SPM. In the sequel c 
denotes a proper set inclusion in contrast o E. Incomparability of sets is denoted 
by #. 
Next we shall consider computable operators. Let ( Fx)xeN be a canonical enumer- 
ation of the finite functions. Following Helm [19] we will distinguish between the 
following types of computable operators. 
A mapping 6 : PF+ PF is called a partial recursive operator iff there exists a 
recursively enumerable set W such that, for any y, z E w1, it holds that 6(f)(y) = z 
iff there is an x E N such that c&, y, zr E W and F, C$ A partial recursive operator 
is said to be general recursive iff TFs domain 0, and fe TF implies 0(f) E TF. 
A mapping 0 : P + P is called an e$ective operator iff there is a fun ‘on g E R 
such that 6( pi) = pg(i) for all i E N. An effective operator 6 is said to be total e$ective 
provided that R s domain 0, and pi E R implies 0( pi) E R. 
The set of all general recursive operators and total effective operators is denoted 
by GRO and TEO respectively. See also [27,32] for more information about these 
operators. 
If 6 is an operator which maps functions to functions, we write S(f; X) to denote 
the vXue of the function S(f) at the argument X. Any computable operator can be 
realized by a 3-tape Turing machi e T which works as follows: If for an arbitrary 
functionfe domain 0, all pairs (x, f(x)), x E domain J are written down on the input 
tape of T (repetitions are allowed), then T will write exactly all pairs (x, 6’(fl x)) 
OF the output tape of T (under unlimited working time). 
Let 6 be a computable operator from GRO or TEO. Then, for f~ domain 0, 
m E IBI, we set: AO(Ct; m) = “the least n such that, for all x s n, f(x) is defined and, 
for the computation of S(f, m), the Turing machine T only uses the pairs (~,f(x)) 
with x < n; if such an n does not exist, we set A6’(f, m) = 00”. The functions h E R* 
are sometimes regarded as operators of the form Q, (A X) = h (x, f(x)). Furthermore, 
for r E R we write 0, to denote the set of all operators 0 E GRO with the property 
that there is a Turing machine T realizing the operator 6 such that A6’(f, m) s r(m) 
holds for all functions fe domain 0 and all m E hJ. 
Now we are able to formalize the concept of a fastest program (modulo a recursive 
factor). In order to do so, we shall use optimal and weakly optimal programs (cf. 
[ 11) and compression indices (cf. [8,30]). 
Definition 2.1. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure, C E TEO, f~ R. 
(A) Then i E N is said to be a weakly O-optimal program for f (with respect o 
(Q, a)) iff 
(1) Qi=X 
(2) vaj [Qj =f+ @i( ?I) s 6( *I, n) i.0.). 
(B) A!.-0 i E hl is called an 6’.optimal program for f (w.r.t. (rp, @)) iff 
(1) Qi=f, 
(2) vj [ Qj =f+ @i( F2) s 6( @“, II) a.%]. 
Then we also say that the function f is (weakly) O-optimal. 
0 E TEO, f~ R. 
off (w.r.t. (9, @)) iff 
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Definition 2.2. Let (9, @) be a complexity measure, 
(A) Then i E f+J is said to be an @compression i dex 
(I) Qi =f, 
(2) vj [Qj = f + VTl @i(n) s 6( @“, IllaX{ i, j, ?I})]. 
I 
(B) Also i e l$J is called an absolute 6’0cotnpfession index off (W.r.t. (Q, @)) iff 
(1) Qi=.& 
VX [pj(y) = f(y) for all Y s A@( @j, max{ i,x}) + @i(X) s 
6( @j, mad& XDI- 
In this case we also say that the function f is (absolutely) O-compressed. 
The definitions given above are slightly different with respect o the demands on 
the “almost-all” quantifier. Moreover, an absolute B-compression i dex is not only 
required to satisfy the inequality @i(X) G 6( @j, max{ i,x}) for all x and any program 
j computing the same function as program i, but also for any program j which 
coincides with program i on a sufficiently large initial segment dependent on i, j 
and x (i.e., for all arguments y 6 A6( @j, max{ & x})). 
Next we formalize the concept of a recursive optimizer in two different ways. The 
first approach is directly based on the concept of finite identification introduced by 
Trakhtenbrot/Earzdin [28] and intensively studied by Lindner [24]. The second one 
starts from the standardization of programs originally investigated by Kinber [21] 
and Freivalds/ Wiehagen [151. 
The main difference between these two concepts is that in the first one only the 
graph of the function to be identified is successively available, whereas an arbitrary 
program of the considered function is given as input in the second approach. 
nition 2.3. Let U c R. Then U is said to be finitely idenrijfable ( U E FIN) iff 
re is a strategy SE P such that S(f”) is defined for all n E IB1, f~ U, and the 
sequence (SUnkeN finitely converges to a program i off: 
By FIN(S) we denote the family of all those classes U which are finitely identifiable 
by the strategy S. Note that FIN c EX, where EX denotes the family of all function 
classes which can be identified in the limit (cf. the definition before the proof of 
Theorem 4.8). 
NOW we modify Definition 2.3 by additionally demanding that the identified 
programs be fastest ones in the sense of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
efisrition 2.4. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure, 6 E TEO and U c R. Then U 
is said to be 
) finitely weakly Coptimally identifiable (U E 6’.FINWOPT(~, @)), 
finitely O-optimally identflable ( U E &FINO~T( Q, @)), 
identijuble (UE O-FINCOMP(Q,#)), 
ompressed identifiable ( U E &FINACOMP( Q, Q)) 
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iff there is a strategy S E P such that U E FIN(S) and for every function f~ U the 
sequence (Sky finitely converges to a number i such that 
(A) i is a weakly -optimal program for J 
(B) i is an O-optimal program for f; 
(C) i is an CKcompression i dex off; 
(D) i is an absolute O-compression i dex off respectively. 
Definition 2.5. Let U c_ R. U is said to be finitely standardizable ( U E FS) 
is a function # E P such that 
(1) Qi E U implies that t/%(i) is defined and Qi = Q+(i) 9 
(2) Qi = Qj implieS e(i) = e(j), for all Qi, Qj E u 
By FS( +) we denote the family of all those classes U which are finitely standardizable 
by the function q5. 
Definition 2.6. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure, 6 E TEO and U G R Then U 
is said to be 
(A) finitely weoMy O-optimally standardizable ( U E O-FSWOPT( Q, @)), 
(B) finitely O-optimally standardizable ( U E &FSOPT( Q, @)), 
(C) finitely 6kompressed standardizable ( U E &FSCOMP(Q, @)), 
(D) finitely absolutely O-compressed sta dardizable (U E O-FSACO 
iff there is a function $+ EP such that U E FS( #) and, for every (pi E U, 
(A) e(i) is a weakly U-optimal program of Qi, 
(B) f/?(i) is an 6-optimal program of Qi, 
(C) $(i) is an b-compression index of Qi, 
(D) e(i) is an absolI:ke O-compression i dex of Qi respectively. 
In the sequel we s investigate the relations between the identific 
and standardization defined above, as well as the dependencies of
on the complexity measure and th? choice of the operator 0. 
3. Basic results 
We start with a negative res 
Theorem 3.1. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure, U = {f 1 fe R, soJco) =f, f(x) = 
0 a.e.), and let 0 E TEO be arbitrarily jixed. Then there is no function + E P such that 
Qi E U implies that #(i) is defined and a weakly 6’-optimal program for Qie 
This theorem is in some sense much stronger than the corresponding non-existence 
result in Alton [l]. First, t ere is even a recursive function h E R2 such that every 
function from U is absolutely h-compressed (cf. [30]), a not only h-QPtimal as 
it was required in [I]. Second, the program equivalence r functions fro iS 
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partially decidable, i.e., U E FIN. So we could prove Alton’s conjecture [l] that the 
undecidability of program equivalence and the non-existence of rogram optimizers 
are different hings. Third, we only require the optimizer 9 to wo on functions 
from U and not on all li-optimal functions. Finally, the translated program is only 
demanded to be weakly o-optimal for an operator ETEO and not to be weakly 
W-optimal for some WE R2. 
As we shall see later, the enlargement of admissible operators from functions 
he 2 to arbitrary operators 0 E TEO greatly enlarges the family of function classes 
uniformly having weakly &optimal programs. 
Now one might expect hat there is no hope at all to finitely identify or standardize 
fastest programs, but surprisingly we find t& following theorem 
Theorem 3.2. mere is a natural complexity measure (9, Qz) such that 
(1) 6-FINACOMP(~, @) contains afunction class of infinite cardirrality for every 
operator 6 E TEO. 
(2) ~-FINAcoMP((P,B~)~O-FSACOMP(~,~) jbreuery0~ TEO. 
On the other hand, Theorem 3.2 does not hold for arbitrary complexity measures. 
Let @ denote the identity operator (i.e., @(f) = f for all f E PF). Then we have this 
theorem. 
rem 3.3. Tntere is a complexity measure (9, #) such that @-Fso~(cp, #) = 0. 
Considering Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, the problem arises whether esults obtained 
for one complexity measure can be generalized to any measure in a qualitative 
sense. This question is partially answered by our next theorem. 
m 3.4. Let (1p, @) and (q*, @*) be complexity measures and let 0 E TEO. 7%en 
1s an operator O* E GRO such that 
FINWOPT(~~,@)E@@-FINWOP@*,#*), 
FINO~(P,~)~O*-FINOPT(~*,~*), 
(3) 00FSWOPT(~, @) s 0*-FSWOPT((P*, @‘), 
(4) O-Fsopr(++ a) s 0*-Fsopr(llp*, a*). 
Unfortunately, till now we have not been able to extend Theorem 3.4 to 8- 
FINCOMP(~,@),~-FINACOMP(~,#), -FscoMP(~,@), and O-FsAcoMP(~,@). 
nd, it would be interesting to know whether the recursive translation 
ptimal progams into (weakly) B*-optimal programs could be 
improved. Several interesting results concerning this problem can be found in [17]. 
it has been shown there that there are complexity measures (Q, 
he following properties: 
0 and every function f e R, function f possesses 
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(2) there is no recursive function translating -optimal programs w.r.t. (4p1 a) 
into Q-optimal programs w.r.t. (q*, a*) for any function f E R 
ry 3.5. Let (p, @) and (Q*, O*) be complexity measures, and h E R2. Then 
there is a function h*e R2 such that h-FINwo~(q, #)E h”-Fuuwoi=r(4p*, W@) and 
the analogous statement is true for h=FINoMq, a), h-Fswo~qv @), and h- 
Fsoti~, @). 
Next, it can be shown that there is no best operator ETEQ in the sense that 
O*-FSNOPT(Q, 9) 2 &FINOPT(Q, 0) for every operator t!k TEO (as well as for the 
other families introduced above) since we have the following result. 
Theorem 3.6. L,et (g, @) be a complexity measure. men, for euery opera 
there is an operator cY* E TEO, efictiuely constructable, such that 
6*-FINO~T(Q,#). 
Finally in this section, we want to investigate the question whether the problem 
~-FINoPT(~~ @) # 0 is decidable for a fixed measure (p, @) and any operator 
0~ TEO. 
Ikorem 3.7. Let (Q, #) be a complexity measure. ntere is no algorithm deciding for 
every operator 6 E TEO whether or not O-FINoPT(Q, #) # 0 iff there exists some 
operator 0 E TE at all such that 0.FINO~T( q, Qb) = 0. 
4. Main results 
In this section we start by clarifying the relations between finitely optimal iden- 
tification and finitely optimal standardization. The next theorem was suggested by 
Freivalds [ 141. 
Theorem 4.1. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure, and 0 E TEO. Then, 
(1) 6-FINACOW(Q, @) = FIN n 0-FSACOMP(Q, @), 
(2) 6%FINCOMP(~~@)=FIN~O-FSCOMP(Q,@), 
-FINOPT(~, @) = FIN n 6 
(4) &FINwo~T(Q,@)= FINn 
Theorem 4.1 actually shows that finite identification of fastest 
decomposed. Instead of directly loo 
cess, one may finitely synthesize 
r doing so, one can translate this 
Now we point out that the inters 
not trivial. 
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Theorem 4.2. (1) There is a class U E FIN which cannot be$nitely weakly O~optimally 
identified for every operator 6 E TEO. 
(2) For every complexity measure (Q, @) there is a function h E R2 such that 
h-FSKoMi’( q, @) - FIN # 8. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that finite standardization of fastest programs 
is generally more powerful than finite identification of fastest programs due to 
topological reasons. In the sequel we shall study the influence of the concrete choice 
of the set of admissible operators on the capabilities cf the finite identification of 
fastest programs. In order to do this in a very expressive way, we have to distinguish 
a certain class of complexity measures. we say that a complexity measure (Q, a) 
satisfies property (+) iff, for all i, x E l+J, it holds that if @i(X) is defined, then 
@i(X) 3 Qi(X). In the following “id” denotes the identity function (i.e., id(x) = x), 
and the functions f(x) = id(x) t 1, g(x) = id(x) + x + 1 are denoted by id+ 1 and 
id + x + 1 respectively. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure satisfying property (-I-). mere is a 
class Ucp,@) such that L@@)E 6*-F INACOMP(Q, @) for an operator 0” E &+I, but 
there is no operator 0% aid such that U@@‘)E &FINACOMP(Q, a). 
Remark. The latter theorem can be generalized up to an infinite hierarchy; i.e., for 
any XE N there are a class U and an operator 6” E &+x+1 such that U E 
O*-FINACOMP(Q, @), but for every operator 0’ E &+x it follows U E 
&FINACOMP(Q, a). 
The next theorem particularly shows that even operators from &+I are much 
more powerful in generating classes of functions having fastest programs than 
recursive functions from R2. 
Theorem 4.4. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure having property (i-). mere is a 
class @@)E 0*-F INACOMP( Q, @) for some operator O* E &+I such that for every 
function h E R’ there is a function from U (Q*@’ that is not weakly h-optimal. In particular, 
U(Q*@)e h-FINWOPT( Q, @) for every h E R2. 
If we restrict ourselves to O-l ;ralued functions, the situation changes considerably. 
As Theorem 4.4 points out, there are classes of functions uniformly having absolute 
O*-compression indices for some operator 6* E 0 id+1 , and Containing arbitrarily 
complex functions. Thus, U (QS@) from Theorem 4.4 cannot be contained in NUM. 
On the other hand, the next theorem shows that classes of recursive predicates 
being finitely absolutely O-compressed standardizable are in general contained in 
NUM if we restrict ourselves to operators from 0,. Hence such classes of recursive 
predicates cannot contain arbitrarily complex functions. 
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Theorem 4.5. Let (q, @) be a complexity measure, 
FSACOMP((P,@) n !PR {o,l) for some operator OE 0,. Then 
such that U E h-FsopT(q, a), and, moreover, U E NUM. 
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t-CR, and let UEO- 
there is a function h E R2 
We conjecture that Theorem 4.5 remains valid even if we replace “6 E 0,” by 
“0 E GRO”. Moreover, it can actually be shown that, for every class U s &) of 
functions uniformly having absolute &compression indices for some operator 
0 E a,, there is even a function h E R2 such that every function from U is absolutely 
h-compressed (cf. [30, Theorem 4.11). Furthermore, it remains open whether in 
Theorem 4.5 the assertion that U E h-Fsop’r(q, @) can be sharpened to U E 
h-FsAcoMP( q, @). Nevertheless, Theorems 4.3-4.5 show that recursive predicates 
and arbitrary functions are extremely different with respect o the existence of 
absolute compression indices. 
With our next theorem we investigate the capabilities of the finite identification, 
respectively finite standardization of h-compression indices. Please note that the 
proof of the next theorem uses an idea developed by Jantke [20]. 
Theorem 4.6. There are a complexity measure (Q*, @*) and a function h* E R2 such 
that h*-FINcoMP(q*, @*) # NUM. 
Corollary 4.7. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure. men, for all suficiently large 
functions h E R2 it holds that h-Fsoi=r(Q, @) # NUM. 
Finally, we compare the capabilities of weakly O-optimal identification and 
Q-compressed standardization. This is done by the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure with property (+). Then there is a 
class U c R and an operator d* E Lnid+I such that UE O*-FINWOIT(Q,@), but there 
is no operator 0~ GRO at all such that U E O-FSCOMP(Q, @). 
It is an open problem whether Theorem 4.8 can be improved. We conjecture that 
O-optimal identification cannot be achieved for every operator 0 E GRO. 
Moreover, we conjecture that fol -z&rently large operators 0 the following strict 
inclusions hold: 
5. Proofs 
Before proving Theorem 3.1 we point out that total effective and general recursive 
operators have the same capabilities in forming classes of functions uniformly having 
(weakly) optimal programs, although they are extremely d%erent in some properties 
(cf. [ 19,321). For this purpose, let IQ,,@) } for any complexity measure 
(Q, @)- 
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Proposition 5.1; Let (up, (9) be a complexity measure and let 6’ E TEO. Then there is 
an operatot 6% GRO such that O(f, n) = S’(f; n) a.e. for any function f E &(p,ej. 
The proof of this proposition was given in [31] (cf. Lemma 5.1). 
Corollary 5.2. Let (Q, @) be a complexity measure and let 6 E TEO. Let W s R be a 
class such that every function from U is (weakly) 0.optimak! T&en there is an operator 
6’ E GRO such that every function from U is (weakly) Q-optimal. 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.1. 
Prod OF T-hmem 3.1. Let c E TEO be arbitrarily fixed. By Proposition 5.1 and [25), 
there is an operator 6% CR0 satisfying: 
0 6’ is monotone (i.e., S, g e R and f (n) s g(n) a.e. implies S’(S, n) g 6’(g, n) a.e.); 
and 
a S(f, n) G S’(X n) a.e. for every f E &q,ej. 
Let a function s E R be chosen such that { i0”” 1i E 181) = { Qs(i) 1 i E N}, and for every 
i E N there are infinitely j’s satisfying (Pi = iOao. 
We set t(n) = IllaX{ a)stij( n) 1 i s n} Obviously, t e R and, for every i E N, @s(i)(n) e
t(n) a.e. 
Suppose there is an optimizer $i E P satisfying: Q~ E U implies that $(i) is defined 
and a weakly 6”-optimal program for Qie Let z be any fixed program of rl/. 
The function g E R is chosen such that, for all i, x EN, 
i 
i if x=0, 
Qg(i)(x)= 0 if x SC @ [a*(i) + I s k, @e(iJ( k) s 0’( t, k)], 
1 A Qec i,( X) otherwise. 
Due to the Recursion Theorem (cf. [27])9 there is a number b such that pg(b) = (pb- 
We proceed by showing that the optimizer # fails on b. 
Case 1: t,b( b) is not defined. Then we have @J b) > k for all k E N. Hence, 
# g(b) = (gb = b0”. Consequently, (pb E U By our assumption, it follows that $(b) is 
defined, a contradiction. 
Case 2: e(b) is dejined. Then there is a b E N such that (pzz( b)+ 1 s k for all k 3 k~+ 
Subcase 2.1: There is RO k 3 b such that @,,,(bI( k)s B’( t, k). Due to our construc- 
tion, it follows that @, = 60”. Again we get $t& E u According to our assumption, 
#(b) is a weakly 0’0optimal program for @,. Hence, for almost all i with Q~(~) = b0” 
we obtain @ #(b)(X) c s’( @s(i), x) i-0. Since the operator 6’ is monotone, we con- 
sequently conclude @+(b)(x) s O’( t, x) i.0. This is a contradiction to QcbI( k) > 
O’( t, k) for all k a kO. 
Subcase 2.2: met-e is a k 2 b satisfying @$(bj( k) s @(t, k). Let x’= 
pk [ mz( 6) + 1 s k, @$(b j( k) s f?'( t, k)]. By our construction, @(b)( x’) is defined. SO 
we have Q&c’) = 1 L QG@)(x’). oreover, it again holds that pb (0) = b and Qb( x) = 0 
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a.e. Hence, ~6 E U. In accordance with our assumption, e(b) has to be a weakly 
&optimal program for y)b. Especially the equality &, = p@(b) has to be satisfied, 
which is a contradiction. This proves the theorem. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The wanted complexrty measure is defined as follows: Q is 
a canonical enumeration of all 3-tape Turing machines with input tape, work tape, 
and output tape. For all i, X, y we define @(x) = y if and only if the read-write head 
visits exactly y cells on the work tape during the computation of the ith machine 
when x is given as input, provided that ai is considered to be undefined if the 
machine loops on a bounded tape segment (cf. [9]). Now let 3 be the “zero operator”, 
i.e., 3(f) = 0” for every function fe PF. Obviously, 3~ GRO. In order to prove 
assertion (1) of Theorem 3.2 we set U = {Oi lo”“1 i E IV}. It actually suffices to prove 
that U E 3-FINACOMP(q, @). Hartmanis and Hopcroft [IS] have shown that there 
is a function g E R satisfying qg(i) = OilOoo, and @g(i)(X) = 0 for all i, x E N. Con- 
sequently, g(i) is obviously an absolute a_compression i dex of 0’ 10” (w.r.t. ((p, @)). 
The wanted strategy can easily be defined now. We omit details. 
Before proving assertion (2) we recall the fact that a class U E FIN cannot possess 
a point of accumulation (cf. [24]). In the sequel we shall point out that 3’ 
FSACOMP(~, @) even contains a function class U having a point of accumulation 
SE U We set U={O’lO”( i G min,O’PO”} u (0”). Freivalds and Wiehagen [151 prove 
that U is of infinite cardinality. Hence 0” is a point of accumulation. Let g E R be 
chosen such that {pg<i, 1 E IQ0 = (0” 10” 1 i E N} u {0”}, i Z j implies (pS(i) P: ~~(i), and 
@g(i)(x) = 0 for all i, x E tU Obviously, g(i) is an absolute a-compression i dex of 
pg(i) w.r.t. (bp, @). Before defining the wanted optimizer we note that for all f~ U 
and 6 2 minJ it follows that there is an x s 6 with fix) = 1. Therefore we have 
f = 0” if and only if f(x) = 0 for all x G 6. Let z be the number such that qgcr)= Oao. 
Then we set 
if pi(X) is defined for all x s i and pi(O) = l l l = pi(i) ~0, 
bg&) = (Pi(X) for all X G i]) if qi( x) is defined for all 
xsi and there is a j G i with qi( j) = 1 and for all 
x G i, x fj it holds that vi(X) = 0, 
[undefined otherwise. 
In order to verify that U E a-FSACOMP(~, a)( +), let fe U be fixed, and let i and j 
be any fixed programs of J We have to show that G(i) and #(j) are defined and 
equal, and that e(i) is an absolute a-compression i dex off w.r.t. (q, @). 
Case 1: .f=O”. In particular, we get ~~(0) = l l l = pi(i) = 0 and qj(O) = l l 0 = 
qj( j) = 0. Therefore it follows that e(i) = $(j) = g(z). Due to the definition of the 
function g, we obtain that g(z) is an absolute a-compression i dex off: 
case 2: f $ Ooo. Then there exists an n E N such that f = 0” lo? 
f~ U, it must hold that n s min,O”lO”. 
i, j 2 min,O” 10”. So #(i) and $(j) are defi 
construction. In accordance with the choice of the function g, there is exactly one 
k with pg(k) = 0” 10”. Consequently, we get e(i) = $(j) = g(k), and by construction 
it follows that g(k) is an absolute g-compression i dex of O”lO‘? This proves the 
theorem. I3 
eorem 3.3. The proof of this theorem was given in 1313 (cf. Theorem 4 
and Corollary 5, p. 629). l3 
Proof of Theorem 3.4. The proof is an immediate consequence of Proposition 5.1 
and the proof of Theorem 10 in [31] (cf. pp. 631-632). Cl 
Iproof of CoroIIary 3.5 This can be proved analogously to Theorem 3.4. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.6. Let ((p, @) be a comprexity measure. Let 6 E TEO be any 
fixed operator. Due to Proposition 5.1 there is an operator 6’ E GRO with 
S(f, x) = Q’(f, x) a.e. for every fE Z$V,e). (a) 
Moreover, by the Speed-up Theorem (cf. [25]), there is a function f~ R which is 
O’-speedable and which can be effectively found. Hence, the function $ cannot 
possess an V-optimal program (in fact, f does not have a weakly U-optimal 
program). Thus we get {f )e 6"-FINoIc((~, 4p), and consequently, by (a), {f }g 
O-FINOPT(~, Cp). Now let j be any fixed program of the function $ The wanted 
operator 6* is defined in two steps. First we set 
S,(t, X) = ej(x)+ t(x) for every TV PF and all XE N. 
Obviously, 0, E GRO and {f } E 6',-FINOFT( 9, G). Then O*( t, X) = max{ a’( t, x), 
6,( t, A’)} for every t E PF and all x E N. In accordance with the latter definition and 
(cw) it follows 
O*( t, X) 2 6( t, x) for all t E PF and almost all x E tU 
Hence, we have ~-FINo~(~,QZ)~B*-FINOPT(~,,) and since { f}EB- 
FINOPT&+, a), the inclusion is proper. Cl 
eorem 3.7. This can be proved analogously to Theorem 6 in [3 11. 0 
eorem 4.1. We show only assertion (2) here. The other assertions can 
an analogous way. 
(1) Necessity: Let u E &FINCOMP(~~, G)(S) for some strategy S. Obviously, 
U E FIN(S). The wAnted optimizer + is defined as follows: Let i E N. If the sequence 
(S(&-Y) neN finitely converges to a number j, then we set #(i) = j. Otherwise, J/(i) 
remains undefined. Now let f c U and let i be any fixeQ program of$ Hence, qi E R 
and S(&‘) is defined for all n E k!. Due to the assumption, the sequence (S(P~))~~~ 
converges to a number j and j is an O-compression i dex off w.r.t. (y3, @). Moreover, 
S(&Q for all n E F+J and every program 6 of f, we obtain: U E 0- 
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(2) Suficiency: Let U E FIN(S) and U E 0-FSCOMP(~, @)( #). The wanted strategy 
s’ satisfying 0 E ~-FHNcoNP(~, )(S’) is defined as follows: 
S’(f “) = 
S(f “) 
1 
if n = 0 or n > 0 and n c px [S( f x-1) = S( f “)I, 
#(S(f”)) if n>Oand ~~Ju[S(~“-‘)=S(~“)]. 
It remains to verify that the strategy S’ satisfies the desired requirements. In order 
to do so, let f E U We have to prove that he sequence (S’( f *&,+, finitely converges 
to an Q-compression index off w.r.t. (p, rP). Since f 6 U, it follows that S( f “) is 
defined for all n E f+l. Furthermore, the sequence (S( f n))nGN finitely converges. As
long as the function f is not identified by the strategy S, the strategy S’ works exactly 
as S, Let now n = px [S(f x-‘) = S(f x)]. Due to the assumption that U E FIN(S), 
it follows that ye s(l~) =$ Consequently, S’( f “) = JI( S( f “)) is defined. Moreover, 
#(S( f “)) is an (P-compression ndex off w.r.t. (9, @). Since S( f k-*) = S( f k, for 
all k 3 n, we obtain S’( f k-1) = S’( f k, for all k > n. This proves the theorem. c3 
f of Tkorem 4.2. Assertion (1) directly follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 
since the class U={flf E I?, Q f(0) =A f(x) = 0 a.e.} is obviously contained in FIN. 
The proof of assefiion (2) is quite similar to that of Theorem 3.2, part (2). The 
only difficulty we have to overcome is the generalization to any complexity measure. 
For this purpose let (p, @) be an arbitrarily fixed complexity measure, We again 
set U = {O’lO” 1 i S min,O’lO~} u (0”). Since U is infinite, one obtains that O”O is a 
point of accumulation. Therefore, U e FIN. 
It remains to show that the,-e isa function h E R2 such that U E h-FSACOMP( q, Q). 
Let g E R be chosen such that (v~(~,) i E l+J} ={Oi lO”Ol i E tU} u {O”), i #j, implies pg(i) f 
qg(j)r and g(i) zz i for ali i E f%. In order to define the wanted function h, we proceed 
as follows: Set t(n) = maX{ @gtij(X) 1 i ~n,x~n} and define h(n,m)=t(n)+m for 
all n, mEIBI. 
Claim. Letf E Uand i* = pi [ Q*( ij = f 1. Thetz g( i*) is an absolute h-compression index 
off w.r.t. ((p, @). 
Let x E bJ. We set m = max{g( i*), x}. Consequently, tlz3 g( i*) 3 i* and tn 2 x Due 
to the definition of the function t, we obtain: 
@*(i*)(X) s max{ Qi*>( 2) 12 s m} 
s RIaX( Gg(ij(Z) 1 i G m, 2 G m} 
= t(m) = t(max{g( i*), x}). 
Let j be any number satisfying f(y) = pj(y) for all y s max{g( P), X) = m. en we 
have 
@g(i*)(x) s t(m) s t(m)+ @j(m) = h(m, 
i.e., g( i*) is an absolute h-compression index off w.r.t. (4p, @). Let z be the number 
satisfying v~+) = 0”. 
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Let # be as in the proof of Theorem 3.2. In the proof of Theorem 3.2, it was 
shown that U E $FSACOMP( q, @)( #), where 3 was the operator that always returned 
the everywhere-zero function. Clearly, U E h-FSACOMP( q, @)( #). Cl 
proof of Theorem 4.3. The desired function class is defined as follows: @@)= 
{f IKE R pJto, =f; VX @lf(o,(~) f(x+ 1)). This class was first studied in [ 111. Now 
it suffices to set S*(f; x) = max{f(z) (z G X+ 1). Obviously, 6* E &+I. Due to 
property (+), one directly obtains that f(0) is an absolute d*-compression index of 
f for every function fE U(@). So L@@) can trivially be identified in the sense of 
6’*-FINACOMP. 
The second part of the proof is only sketched here. All the details can be found 
in [30] (cf. Theorem 4.2, p. 587, and Lemma 3.9, pp. 578-579). The main idea of 
this proof works as follows. First, one shows that every class of functions uniformly 
having absolute Q-compression i dices for some operator d E 0, can be identified 
by a strategy SE R working consistently on all function f~ R (i.e., U E R-CONS, cf. 
[30, pe 562)). Then it can be proved that the class U(‘@) defined above cannot 
belong to R-COMS. So we get the result that for every operator 0~ Mid there is a 
function from U (*s*) which is not absolutely CT-compressed. This yields the desired 
assertion. Cl 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. We set again U(*@) = {f 1 fE R, qfto) = f, Vx @ftoj(x) s 
f(x + 1)). So the first part follows from Theorem 4.3. 
Note that the second part is proved using an idea and the proof techniques 
explained in 1291. This part of the proof is measure-independent. Let (p, @) be 
fixed. Let hi& be a canonical enumeration of all finite functions exactly defined at 
an initial segment (0, 1, . . . , n} of natural numbers. Additionally, let the functions 
s E R2 and p E R2 be chosen such that 
and 
P~(~,,)(Y) = ~0, Y)) for every 4 JG and Y, 
(Pp(i.&) = 
F,(X) if xeArg F,, 
pi(X) otherwise. 
Here s is the s: function of [27] and p is a table patching function. 
For the following let h E R2 be arbitrary and, without loss of generality, let h be 
monotone in the second argument. Furthermore, let r E R be a strongly monotone 
function satisfying @i = Q~(~) for all is N. Hence Val r is recursive. Moreover, for 
any j E fQ there is at most one k E N such that r(k) =j. We define C&,o = 0 for all 
j E IU For every n, x a 0, and for every j E N we set C{,* = 0 if jti Val r; otherwise 
(i.e., there is a k E N such that r(k) = j) define 
cj = 
4x ( i(n6 XX, ifZ U C-f&, @i(JC)Qmax W, @p(s(&j+*),v) X ( 1)) l YCX V-=X 
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Now let the function g E R be chosen such that, for every n, x, j EN, 
fP*cj,((“, 0)) = 
s( S n) if there is a k with r(k) = j, 
0 otherwise 
and, for x > 0, 
I + max{&) 1 i E &} + ~S~~O~(x - 1) 
Pg( j)((% X)1 = if there is a k such that r(k) = j, 
0 otherwise. 
In accordance with our construction we obtain that v*(j) E P for every j E N. Due to 
the Recursion Theorem 1271, there is a number b such that ~~(,(b)) = p6. In the 
sequel we shall prove that pb E R, Axq+,((O, x)) E @‘@’ and that h~q,,((O, x)) is not 
weakly h-optimal. 
Claim 1. tpPb E R. 
Since ( l , .) is a recursive encoding of N2 to N, it suffices to show cpb((n, x)) is 
defined for all n, x E N. First we show inductively that ~~((0, x)) is defined for every 
x EN. Due to the construction it holds that 
P&O, 0)) = P&(b))((O, 0)) = s(b, 0). 
Since s E R’, we get that pb((O, 0)) is defined. Let now ~~((0, x - 1)) be defined. We 
have to show that vb((O, x)) is defined. By construction we obtain 
pb((O, X)) = 1 +max 
{ 
Cgi(X) 1 i < X, i E U C$), @i(X) 
YCX 
G max h(x, @p(s(b,i+*).v) X 
V-=X 
( 1,) + @s(b,O)tx - 1). 
By assumption, ~~((0, x - 1)) is defined. Therefore, @~(~& - 1) must be defined. 
It remains to show that C$) is computable for all y <x, and that Qjp(s(b,i+l),v)(X) 
is defined for every i <X satisfying i E UycX C$) and every v c x. However, for 
this purpose it suffices to show that @P~s~~,l~.v~(~), @,,~s~~,2~,v~(~), . . . 9 @p~s~~,xd~) 
are defined for every i c x. By the choice of the functions p and s, it is enough to 
verify that P&X, x)), (P~((x- I, x)), . . . , pb(( 1, x)) are defined. Due to the construc- 
tion, (pb((x, x)) = I + Qis(b,& - I ) since there is no i with x G i c x. Hence, P&X, x)) 
is defined. Furthermore, we get ++,((x - 1, x)) = 1 +max{rpi(x) Ix - 1 s i C x and 
@i(X) s maxvc, h(.~, @p(s(b,i+~),u)(X))} + @s(~,Oj(~ - 1) since the only i satisfying 
x: - 1 G i c x is x - 1, and, obviously, x - 1 L Uy.=, CL!‘!,,. Consequently, it suffices 
to show that @p(s(b,x),v) (x) is defined for every v c X. Moreover, @P(s(bx~ &) is 
defined for every v < x iff 4pP~s~6,X),v~ (x) is defined for every v c x. On the other hand, 
~P~s~b,X~,v~(~) is defined if ~J(x, x)) is defined, and this has already been proved. 
In a completely analogous way, p&c -2, x)), . . . , ~~((1, x)) is shown to be defined 
now. Hence, Aqq,((O, x)) E R, and consequently, @s(b,O) E R. 
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Claim 2. For all x E N the function hng&n, x)) is total. 
By constructiorr we get Qb((n, 0)) = ~(6, n), hence it is defined. Furthermore, for 
n 3 x > 0, in accordance with the construction, it follows that qb((n, x)) = 
I+ d&-,)(x z l), and thus defined. Now let Anq&, x’)) E R for every x’<x. We 
have ;d prove that An(pb((n, x)) E R. As it has already been proved, Qb((n, x)) is 
defined for every n 3 x. Now let n < x. In order to verify that Qb(( n, x)) is defined, 
it suffices to show @ p(s(b,i+l),v)(x) is defined for all i <x and L) C x. This can be done 
in a completely analogous way as in Claim 1. We omit details. Hence, Qb E R. 
Claim 3. h@,((O, x)) E u(Q, @). 
First we note that %((O, 0)) = (ps(b,o) (0) = s( b, 0). Due to our construction itimmedi- 
ately follows that 
4%(b,o)(~ + 1) = Qb((O, x+ 1)) > %(b,O)(d for all x E hi* 
This yields Claim 3. 
Finally we show that the following claim holds. 
Claim 4. hx%((O, X)) is not weakl’y h-optimal. 
Let (pi = hxQb((O, x)). we have to show that there are infinitely many programs z
satisfying Qi = Q= and @i(X) > h (x, d$( x)) a.e. For this purpose, we first note that 
C r(b) _0,x 10 1 , . . . , n - 1) = Czz). Moreover, it is obvious that for every n there is a 
U, such that if i < n and i E l&N C$?, then i E U,,.=U, C$,“). Thus, for i < n it holds 
that i g C$) for y > u,,, So we have shown that C$z) = C$’ for every x > tr,. Due 
to the construction one now immediately obtains 
Qb((O, x)) = Q&n, x)) for every n and x> 24,. (1) 
Furthermore, we claim that @i(x) > max,,, h(x, @p(s(b,i+l),u)(x)) for evew x> i* In 
order to see this, suppose the converse. Hence, there is an x’ such that i E C$). 
Consequently, 
Q&O, X’)) = d + maX(Qi(X’) 1 i C x’ and i e UycXt C$’ and 
@itx’) s max h(x’, @p(s(b,i+l),v)cx’))) 
V-=X’ 
+ @s(b,O)(x’ - 1) 
> Qi(X') 
which is a contradiction since Qi = hxQb((O, x)). Moreover, (1) yields that there is 
a Vi such that Q p(s(b,i+l),vi)(x) = Q&o, x)) for every xE f% Thus, it suffices to set 
Z=p(S(b, i+l), Vi) t o o bt ain one desired program z. This process can be iterated 
since h is monotone in the second argument, and so one finds infinitely many 
programs z with the wanted properties. 0 
S. Let (Q, 4p), r E R and 0 E a,, be arbitrarily fixed and suppose 
OMP(Q, WWn !+,,}. In [30, Theorem 4.11, it has been shown 
then. This result can be obtained by proving that, under the above 
is identifiable by a strategy working reliably on the set of all total 
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functions (i.e., U E TF-REL). Then it is not hard to show that TF-RELn 9%&,l) = 
NUM n 9V$-,,~. (For details the reader is referred to [30, pp. 582-5831.) Since 
U E NUM, there is a function g E R, g(i) 2 i for all i such that U c {Pact, 1 i E N} c R. 
We define a function t as follows: for all n E IV: t(n) = max{@g(i,(x) 1 is n, x s n}. 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.2 it now follows: 
@gciJ(;X) G t(max{g(i), X)) for all X E N. ( ) o 
Using the operator 6’~ 0, we define an operator 0* as follows: for all fc TF we set 
0*(X X) = max{d(p, X) (p E TF, Vz s r(x) p(z) s max{f(z), x}}. 
Obviously we have 6” E 0, and S(f; X) s S*(f; X) for every f~ TF and x EN. Now 
we set t* = O*(t) and define h(n, m)= t*(n)+m. 
Claim. UE A-Fsopr(p, a)(#). 
For this purpose, recall that for every pi E U it holds that e(i) is defined and is 
an absolute O-compression i dex of pi. In particular, for every j satisfying vi = pgci, 
we obtain: 
@*(i)tx) s O( @g( j), max{ @( i), x}) for all x E l@J. (P) 
Using (0~) and the properties of the operator 0” we get from (B): 
@$(i)tx) s 6*(@g(j)9 max{+( i), x}) s O*( t, x) = t*(x) a.e. (Y) 
Let k be any program of pi. By (y) it follows 
@e(i)(x) s t*(x) s t*(x) + @k(x) = h(x, @k(x)) a.e. 
Thus q(i) is an h-optimal program for vi. This proves the theorem. 0 
Before proving Theorem 4.6 we quote the Operator Recursion Theorem discovered 
by Case [lo]. 
Operator Recursion Theorem. Let 0 be an efictive operator. Then there is a stricfly 
increasing function t E R such that O( t, (i, x)) = cp,&) for all i, x E N. 
roof 0 core 6. (1) NUM - h*-FINcow((p*, @*) # 8 directly follows from 
‘.he proof of Theorem 3.1, independently of the complexity measure (q*, a*) and 
h*e R2. 
(2) There are a complexity measure (Q*, @*) and a function ‘11” E 
h*-FINcow(q*, @*) - NUM Z (b. 
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Let (Q, @) be any fixed complexity measure. We set Q* = Q. Furthermore, we 
define an operator 0 as follows: 
00, (k x)) = 
t(i) if x=0, 
@i(X)+Qi(X)+t(i)+l ifx>O 
for all functions t E I? Obviously, 6 is effective. Due to the Operator Recursion 
Theorem there is a strictly increasing function t* E R such that 
6( t”, (4 X)) = Q,*(i)(X) for every i, x E IW. 
Since the function t* is strictly increasing, we have that Val t* is recursive. Now 
we are ready to define @*: for every j and x we set 
0 if j E Val t*, x = 0, 
@y-(x) = @i(X) if jEVa1 t*, j= t*(i), X>O, 
@j(x) otherwise. 
Claim 1. (Q*, @*) is ix complexity measure. 
Case 1: j e Val t*. Due to the construction it holds th:- Ipi* = @j. So we have 
Arg QF = Arg Q~ = Arg Gj = Arg @T, and, obviously, @$(x) = y is recursive. 
Case 2: j E Val t*. Then there is exactly one number i such that t*(i) = j. Hence, 
@q(x) = 
{ 
0 if x=0, 
@i(X) if X> 0. 
On the other hand we have 
Q_?(x) = Qt*(i)(x) 
= S( t*, (i, x)) = 
t*(i) if x=0, 
@i(X)+Qi(X)+t*(i)+l ifx>O. 
Therefore, Arg Q~ * =Arg @F since @T(X) = @i(X) and @i(X) is defined iff Q,(X) is 
defined. Moreover, since Val t* is recursive, one directly obtains that the predicate 
“@F(x) = y” is recursive for all j, x and y. This proves Claim 1. 
Now we define the wanted class U@* as follows: 
Ua* = {flfE R, f is strictly increasing, Q~(~) =A Vx @T,dj(x) <f(x)}. 
Suppose the converse, i.e., there is a function g such that V,+ E {Qgci, 1  E N} c R. 
Let f(0) = Q*(~)(O), and let f(x) = Q&X) +f(x - 1) for all x > 0. Obviously, f is 
strictly increasing. Due to [ 301 (cf. Lemma 3 in the proof of Theorem 4.1, p. 584) 
there is a program i such that Qi =f and @i is also strictly increasing. Since 
rpI*(i,(x) = I t*(i) if x = 0, @i(X)+f(X)+ t*(i)+1 if X>O, 
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we obtain that q+(i) (0) = t*(i) and that (P,*(~) is strictly increasing. Furthermore, since 
and 
@&i)(X) = @i(X) s @i(X) + Qi(X) + t*(i) + 1= (p,*(i)(X), X > 0 
@$@(i)(O) = 06 t*(i) = O,*fi,(O), 
it follows that p,*(i) E Ua*. 
In accordance with our assumption, there is at least one k such that q,*(i) = qgtk). 
On the other hand, we get 
Ql+(i)( k)= @itk) +ftk) + t*(i) + lz: Qg(k)tk)9 
a ccntradiction. This proves Claim 2. 
Claim 3. There is a function h* E R* such that f (0) is an h*-compression i dex for 
eoery function $ E U&P. 
We define: h*( n, m) = maxi,,,{pi( n) 1 @r(n) s m}. According to this definition we 
have pi(n) G h*(n, @r(n)) for all i and n a i. Let now f e U,* and let j be any 
program of J: We set nz = max{ f (0), j, x}. Consequently, m aj, m Z= x. Since the 
function f is strictly increasing and satisfies @&&) s cpf&) for all x e N we obtain 
and thus f(0) is an h*-compression index of f w.r.t. (Q*, @*). Now let f be 
given as input. Then the wanted strategy S outputs f(0). Hence, U.* E 
h*-FINCow(q*, @*). q 
Proof of Corollary 4.7. The proof is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.6, the 
fact that 
h-FINconwr( q, @) 5 h-FINow( q, @) G h-Fsow( 9, @), 
and Theorem 3.3 as well as Theorem 3.1. •1 
Before proving Theorem 4.8 we define identification in the limit. 
Definition. Let U c R. Then U is called identifiable in the limit if there is a strategy 
SE P such that for every function f e U and every n E N the value S( f ") is defined 
and the sequence (S(f ")),EN converges in the limit to a number j such that Qj =f: 
Let EX denote the family of all classes U G R identifiable in the limit. The iden- 
tification type EX is sometimes also denoted by LIM (e.g., [30,31]) or GN (e.g., [4]). 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. We define: U = {f 1 f e R, Q~(~, =f, @j-to,(x) S f (x + 1) i.o.}. 
Then o‘* is exactly the same operator as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. Then 
U E 0*-FINWOFT(Q, e)(S), where S is the strategy which, onJ simply outputs f(0). 
In order to verify that there is no operator 0 E such that U E O- 
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we prove that for every operator 0~ GRO there must be a function from U not 
being d-compressed. For this purpose, let us suppose the converse, i.e., there is an 
operator 6 such that every function from U has an 0-compression index. In [8] it 
has been proved that then U is identifiable in the limit by a strategy working reliably 
on I?. On the other hand, let U, = {f Ifc R, f(x) = 0 a.e.}. Obviously, &E NUM, 
and hence U, is also contained in EX(S) for a strategy even working reliably on 
R Moreover, due to the Union Theorem in [8] it follows that U u U&Z EX. The 
proof is finished when we show that there is no strategy S identifying Uu V, in 
the limit since this yields a contradiction. This is done by using an idea of Gold 
[ 161 which has beeu refined by Barzdin [4, Chapter I, pp. 82-881. Nevertheless, the 
proof might even be shorter by using the techniques of [12]. 
Suppose, U u rjOe FY(S), whereas, without loss of generality, S E R. Let the 
function r E R be chosen such that @i = qr(i) for all i and r is strictly monotone. 
Furthenrre, let the function g E R be chosen such that 
i 
P&j,(O) = 
if there is an i such that r(i) = j, 
0 otherwise 
and proceed as follows: Compute S(908(i,) =nl. Then define pgcj,(2), pgcjj(3). . l l , 
to be zero until a kl is found such that either 
(a) S(C(P&O)80k9) # n1, or 
(P) S(c(~~,j)(o)lok'))fnl* 
Since the strategy S is supposed to identify U u V,, either ((w) or (p) must happen. 
If (0~) happens, then define pg(j,(l) =0, and if (p) happens, then define qgcj,(I) = 1. 
Moreover, we set qg(j) (k, + 2) = qj( kl + 1) if pj( k, + 1) is defined. Otherwise, 
qp(j)( kl + 2) remains undefined and pg(j,(X) will be undefined for all x 2 kl + 2. II 
vg(j,(kl+ 2) is defined, we proceed as follows: Compute S(qi$f) = n2. Define 
Pg(j)tkl+3)9 l l - to be zero until a k2 is found such that either 
(0~) S( c( &-J~OO’~)) # n2, or 
W sWQ$ok9) # n2. 
Again, (0~) or (B) must happen since the strategy S is supposed to identify in 
particular U,. If (01) happens, then set pgcj,( kl+3) = 0, otherwise define vg(j)(kl+ 
3)=1. Furthermore, we set ~~(j,(k,+3+kt)=cpi(k,+2+k,) if pj(k,+2+kz) is 
defined. Otherwise, qg(j,(x) remains undefined for all x 3 k, + 3 + k2. 
By iteration of this construction we define pg(j) completely. Due to the Recursion 
Theorem there is a number 6 such that P~,~(~)) = pb. By the construction we get 
pb(O) = 6. Let S(& = n, and k, may satisfy either 
(0L) S(c(bOOkl)) Z n,, or 
(p) S(c(610kl)) f n,. 
Thus v&) is defined for all x s k, + 1. Furthermore, eb( k, + 1) = (gr& k, + l), hence 
defined. So we get 
4Db(k*+2)=~r(b)(kl+l)=~~(kl+l)* 
Inductively one now easily shows that (Pi E U. On the other hand, the strategy S 
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danges its hypothesis infinitely often if ~6 is given as input. This proves the 
theorem. 0 
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